
Legacy and sustainability have always been at the heart of
the lighting design considerations for the London 2012

Olympic Park. In fact, so conscious was the Olympic
Delivery Authority of its green commitments that it stipulated

a sustainability director must take part in any meeting where
design decisions were being made.

When the extensive building programme ended and the
ODA ceded control to the London Organising Committee
of the Olympic Games, however, a few theatrical flourishes

needed to be added in order to deliver a memorable 'Games
Time' experience for visitors and the world's media. Organisers

were quick to realise that additional lighting would ensure the

safe circulation of millions of people around the Park but also
represented an opportunity to create a 'Sunday best' appearance

for the new sports venues spread out across the Stratford skyline.
A number of celebrated names from the lighting design

community contributed to the Games mode 'overlay' designs

for the Park, not least Speirs + Major, which was appointed by
LOCOG to do a scoping study for overlay lighting schemes in
2011. Working with Populous, Allies and Morrison Architects

and Lifshutz Davidson, the practice provided the initial concepts
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Show time Syncrolite
XL luminaires put on
a spectacular show
for the public with
projections onto the
wrap of the Populous
Olympic Stadium

for the temporary lighting of various overlay structures at

the Olympic Park and some city venues. Later, Kevin Owens,
LOCOG design principal and a former lighting designer

with Speirs +Major, worked to deliver the overlay lighting,
collaborating with a number of designers and manufacturers

deliver a co-ordinated night -time view of the park, with

and additions being made to the lighting right up to the final
few weeks before the Games.

The Olympic Stadium
The centrepiece for many was the stadium itself, where the
exterior lighting provided a backdrop that made a lasting
impression on the millions of visitors attending events and

billions of television viewers around the globe.
Originally it was intended the stadium would be lit using

2,OOOWmetal halide sports floodlights with colour boxes in

front, mounted in banks of six around the complex. But over
time it became clear that there was a huge opportunity to put

more of a show. Durham Marenghi was brought in to work
Syncrolite's David Keighley on the lighting for the Dow Wrap.
The team projected light from 38 Syncrolite XL luminaires



-+ INTO ORBIT How Arup brought the
ArcelorMittal Orbit to life p32

"It's drummed into you when
you're designing how many
people will be watching. You
can't help thinking that this is
your own legacy as well"
Michael Grubb, director, Sutton Vane

mounted on 17 towers around the stadium onto the wrap.
Working with Durham and Syncrolite technician Jeffery Smith,
Keighley created a variety of different looks and effects which
featured nightly as a background to the BBC broadcasts and
news programmes from the Olympic Park. The system was also
integrated into Patrick Woodroffe's design for the ceremonies.
"The [Syncrolite Xl,s] act like a searchlight, so you have a beam
that goes for two or three miles. But the beauty of them is the
colour and lensing mechanism on the front, which means we
can also turn them into beautiful washlights," says Keighley.

Lighting to reflect the sporting action
With engineers on site at all times, Syncrolite was also able to
adjust the lighting to reflect what was happening in the events,
although there was concern not to create too much of a
'disco' effect.

"You have to be mindful that, when you light
something of this size, the impact is magnified
many times, so the normal looks were flat,
block washes of colour or simple illumination
in white;' saysKeighley. "But we programmed
in various looks for things that we knew might
happen. So, on 'Super Saturday', as the Team GB
gold medal tally went up and the excitement in the
stadium started to rise, we decided to use our red, white
and blue sequence, in which specks of light dance around the
stadium. We tried to go with the feel of the park but also had to
respect the fact that it was a global event."

BBCTV also requested certain looks, with slow colour
changes between red, white and blue, he says, and on other
occasions the stadium was lit in the colours of the park itself.

With the long-term future of the arena still uncertain, the
stadium lighting will be removed entirely after the Paralympic
Games. "After the closing ceremony we went into a dark mode
for about a week;' adds Keighley."Then, in the build-up to the
Paralympics, we started to introduce the lighting back in."

Memory Masts
Lighting played a prominent role in creating a festival
atmosphere in die Olympic Park. The central aspect was the
seven Memory Masts - giant wind turbines with haloes of light
around them and a beacon at the top - which sporadically
rotated, thowing coloured light from one to another. As evening
falls, the first halo starts spinning with coloured lights, an effect
which eventually spreads to the turbine itself before' the light is
thrown over to the second mast. The lights are of different ~
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Park lights Philips implemented Speirs + Major's ideas to light the rack of the Aquatics Centre stands
with yellow lights (above); the Memory Masts, topped by haloes of light and spinning turbines (below)
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